LOCAL RULES: Revised July 6, 2016
LOCAL RULE NO. 1 - PREFERRED LIE
1.1"A ball lying on the Fairway being played may without penalty be moved or may
be lifted, cleaned and placed within one (1) club length of where it originally lay,
but not nearer the hole. After the ball has been so moved or placed it is in play.“
Note: The ball is deemed to be in play when it has been at rest for several seconds
at the preferred spot.
If the ball moves after it has been "in play" (i) Its lie may be preferred again from where it comes to rest if the player is not
deemed to have caused it to move.
(ii) It must be replaced with a penalty being incurred if the player is deemed to
have caused it to move under Rule 18.2.
1.2 A player who obtains relief under the Rules of Golf Nos. 25 and 26 is allowed a
preferred lie after taking such relief, if the ball so lifted is dropped and comes to
rest on the fairway being played.
LOCAL RULE NO. 2 - OUT OF BOUNDS
The road bounding the western and northern sides of the course (Fairways 15 & 18)
are Out of Bounds as indicated by the red and white stakes, as well as the boundary
fence to the sewage farm.
(Fairways 4 & 7). Rule 27.1 applies.
LOCAL RULE NO. 3 – STAKED TREES AND RETICULATION
If staked trees, their stakes, mesh cages or above ground reticulation pipes,
interfere with the player’s stance or area of intended swing, the ball will be
deemed to be interfered with by “Ground Under Repair” and the player MUST take
relief as provided in Rule 25.1B.
LOCAL RULE NO. 4 - TRACTOR MARKS, ROADS ETC
Tractor tyre marks and internal roads (including windrow) may be treated as
“Obstructions”. Rule 24.2 applies.
LOCAL RULE NO. 5 – FAIRWAY, DISTANCE MARKERS & TEE BOXES
The fairway is defined by the tee marker and white stakes of the hole being played.
Where adjoining fairways exist, a single white with green top marker is used to
define both fairways. The fairway markers, tee boxes and distance markers may be
treated as “Immovable Obstructions”. Rule 24.2 applies. Note 150 metre (blue) and
100 metre (red) distance markers are not fairway markers.
LOCAL RULE NO. 6 - PRACTICE FAIRWAY & GREEN ON GAME DAY
Hole number 9 can be used for practice on game day.

LOCAL RULE NO. 7 – Wall
The concrete wall retaining the path at the 18th green is an integral part of the
course. The ball must be played as it lies or deemed unplayable (Rule 28). If the ball
is deemed to be on the fairway being played then a preferred lie may be taken.
LOCAL RULE NO. 8 - GREENS
Play on and around greens will be in accordance with the Local Rules for Sand
Greens with the following exceptions:
a. Where a white line around the green delineates the putting surface, a ball which
lies wholly or partly on the line is deemed to be off the green. Scrapes may
only be taken inside the white line and may not cross the line. If no white line
exists, you are on the green and your backswing is impeded, then you are
deemed to be off the putting surface.
b. LRFSG 1: Ball on Putting Green - players will be allowed to repair the green at the
option of the player, by scraping across the line of play. After such repair, LRFSG
rules apply.
c. LRFSG 2: After the first putt, a preferred lie of 300mm may be taken, but not
closer to the hole.
LOCAL RULE NO. 9 - WATER HAZARDS
All ground and water within the margin of the trenches across holes 4 and 6 are
declared water hazards as indicated by yellow stakes. Treat as per Rule 26. Note:
stakes are obstructions as defined by Rule 24.2
LOCAL RULE NO. 10 - Distance-Measuring Devices
For all play at this course a player may obtain distance information by using a
device that measures distance only. If, during a stipulated round, a player uses a
distance-measuring device that is designed to gauge or measure other conditions
that might affect his play (e.g. gradient, windspeed, temperature, etc.), the player is
in breach of Rule 14-3, for which the penalty is disqualification, regardless of
whether any such additional function is actually used.
LOCAL RULE NO. 11 – LOCAL RULES
If an anomaly exists between these Local Rules and the Local Rules on the back of
the Golf Card, then the rules herein are to apply.

